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Abstract
We construct frequency-dependent rules to interpolate oscillatory functions y(x) with frequency  of the form,
y(x) = f1(x) cos(x) + f2(x) sin(x),
at equidistant nodes on the interval of interest where the functions f1 and f2 are smooth. Error analysis of the rules is investigated
and numerical results are discussed. We provide numerical illustrations to compare the accuracy of classical Hermite polynomials
and newly constructed frequency-dependent rules.
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1. Introduction
Ixaru introduced the idea of using an exponential-ﬁtting tool for the generation of numerical differentiation and
integration tuned on oscillatory functions [4]. Based on the idea, classical Gauss quadrature rules are extended into
exponential-ﬁtting integration rules depending on one or two frequencies [10,13]. Since, in a series of practical cases,
not only are the values of the function to be integrated available but also those of its ﬁrst derivative, it makes sense to
construct formulae which use data from both. Such formulae were considered in [14] and their errors were certainly
smaller than of the formulae relying on the values of the integrand only. These results led to the integration rules
using pointwise values of higher order derivatives up to the pth order [15]. In quantum mechanics, the need arises for
evaluating the so-called overlap integrals in which the integrands depend on two frequencies. Efﬁcient calculations for
such integrals can be performed by two-parameter dependent integration rules examined in [12]. Some classical results
of ordinary differential equations were also extended into exponential-ﬁtting versions [7,8,11].
We will now concentrate our views on interpolation problems in the frame of the exponential-ﬁtting technique and
more exactly on the construction of interpolation rules using ﬁrst derivatives for oscillatory functions. This will enable
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us to generalize the linear interpolation formulae mentioned in [5,6]. If so, why do we focus on the exponential-ﬁtting
interpolation rules with the form involving ﬁrst derivatives? In other words,
(i) Why do we need the exponential-ﬁtting method?
(ii) Why do we take the form using the ﬁrst derivatives?
On the one hand, some exponential-ﬁtting integration rules are investigated as outlined above. Such investigations guide
us to consider exponential-ﬁtting interpolation rules because there is, in general, a close connection between integration
and interpolation rules. In fact, Lagrange interpolating polynomials are closely related with standard Newton–Cotes
integration rules [2]. It is alsowell known that the Lagrange interpolating polynomials provide a relativelymore accurate
approximation over an entire interval of interest than Taylor polynomials. This is because Taylor polynomials agree as
closely as possible with a given function at a speciﬁc point, not the entire interval. However, it is not always appropriate
to use the Lagrange interpolating polynomials (even Hermite polynomials involving ﬁrst derivatives [1]) for solving
all kinds of interpolation problems. For example, the Lagrange interpolating polynomials (or Hermite interpolating
polynomials) do not work effectively in approximating oscillatory functions depending on high frequency or data
having highly oscillatory property. This fact will be more explained in the last section of the paper. Thus, alternative
methods are needed and our aim in this paper is to ﬁnd an exponential-ﬁtting method to appropriately interpolate highly
oscillatory functions or data.
On the other hand, solving an interpolation problem about a function is, in usual, to construct a rule which allows
calculating the value of the function at a certain point on the interval of interest when the values of the function at some
ﬁxed mesh points on the interval are assumed to be known. However, it may happen that the available information
is richer when constructing the rule. In many occasions we may know the function values at the mesh points and its
derivatives at the same points as well. In such a case, it is expected that the rule to interpolate the function on the
basis of the whole available information will provide better accuracy than before. For example, a second-order ordinary
differential equation with boundary conditions can be numerically solved by a method which is known by the nickname
“shooting”. The ODE solvers used then not only provide a pointwise solution but also its ﬁrst derivative. This is why
we think of interpolation rules involving ﬁrst derivatives.
Altogether, with the above prospectives in mind, the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
exponential-ﬁtting interpolation rules involving ﬁrst derivatives and thus construct the system of linear equations
in coefﬁcients which are components of the rules. In Section 3, error analysis of the rules is explained. In Section 4,
we discuss some properties of the rules and give numerical illustrations to support them.
2. Exponential-ﬁtting interpolation rule
Let us consider (i) an oscillatory function y(x) with given frequency  of the form
y(x) = f1(x) cos(x) + f2(x) sin(x), (1)
where f1 and f2 are assumed to be smooth enough to be approximated by polynomials and (ii) its interpolation rule I
with coefﬁcients k and k,
y(x0 + Nht) ≈ I (t) = −Ny(x0 − Nh) + · · · + −1y(x0 − h) + 0y(x0)
+ 1y(x0 + h) + · · · + Ny(x0 + Nh)
+ h[−Ny′(x0 − Nh) + · · · + −1y′(x0 − h) + 0y′(x0)
+ 1y′(x0 + h) + · · · + Ny′(x0 + Nh)], (2)
where−1 t1,N is a positive integer, x0 is themiddle node of the interval of interest and the other nodes on the interval
are equally spaced by h. Note that, for each t in [−1, 1], x0+Nht corresponds to a certain value in [x0−Nh, x0+Nh].
Therefore, I (t) approximates y(x) on the whole range of the closed interval [x0 −Nh, x0 +Nh] by using the function
value y and its ﬁrst derivative y′ at equidistant nodes, x0 − Nh, . . . , x0 − h, x0, x0 + h, . . . , x0 + Nh.
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With the exponentially ﬁtted approach of [4], we introduce the following functional:
L(y(x), h,C) = y(x + Nht) − [−Ny(x − Nh) + · · · + −1y(x − h) + 0y(x)
+ 1y(x + h) + · · · + Ny(x + Nh)] − h[−Ny′(x − Nh) + · · · + −1y′(x − h)
+ 0y′(x) + 1y′(x + h) + · · · + Ny′(x + Nh)], (3)
where C is the vector of coefﬁcients k and k , C = (−N, −N+1, . . . , N, −N , −N+1, . . . , N). When the values
of the function y(x) and its ﬁrst derivative y′(x) at the 2N + 1 nodes are assumed to be known, our problem is to
determine the values of coefﬁcients k and k from the conditions
L(xn−1 exp(±ix), h,C) = 0 (n = 1, 2, . . .) (4)
because sin(x) and cos(x) are linear combinations of exponential functions exp(±ix).
For n = 1 we have
L(exp(x), h,C) = exp(x)g(h,C), (5)
where  = i and
g(u,C) = exp(Nut) − [−N exp(−Nu) + · · · + −1 exp(−u) + 0 + 1 exp(u) + · · · + N exp(Nu)]
− u[−N exp(−Nu) + · · · + −1 exp(−u) + 0 + 1 exp(u) + · · · + N exp(Nu)]. (6)
Likewise,
L(exp(−x), h,C) = exp(−x)g(−h,C). (7)
Functions (Z), 0(Z), . . . which were ﬁrst introduced in [3, Section 3.4] are now given for the rest of the paper.
Deﬁnition 1. Deﬁne functions  and s by
(i)
(Z) =
{
cos(|Z|1/2) if Z< 0,
cosh(Z1/2) if Z0,
(8)
(ii)
0(Z) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
sin(|Z|1/2)/|Z|1/2 if Z< 0,
1 if Z = 0,
sinh(Z1/2)/Z1/2 if Z> 0,
(9)
(iii) for Z = 0 let{1(Z) = ((Z) − 0(Z))/Z,
s(Z) = (s−2(Z) − (2s − 1)s−1(Z))/Z (s = 2, 3, 4, . . .),
(10)
for Z = 0 let
s(0) = 1/(2s + 1)!! (s = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .). (11)
The functions deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1 satisfy the following two properties [3]:
(i) Power series:
s(Z) = 2s
∞∑
q=0
gsqZ
q/(2q + 2s + 1)! (12)
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with
gsq =
{1 if s = 0,
(q + 1)(q + 2) . . . (q + s) if s > 0. (13)
(ii) Differentiation with respect to Z:
′(Z) = 120(Z) and ′s(Z) = 12s+1(Z), s = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (14)
Let us introduce the following notations:
G+(Z,C) = 1
2
(g(u,C) + g(−u,C)), G−(Z,C) = 1
2u
(g(u,C) − g(−u,C)), (15)
where Z = u2 = (h)2 = −2h2. Then, we get
G+(Z,C) = (N2Zt2) −
N∑
k=1
+k ((N + 1 − k)2Z) − 0
+
N∑
k=1
−k (N + 1 − k)Z0((N + 1 − k)2Z),
G−(Z,C) = Nt0(N2Zt2) +
N∑
k=1
−k (N + 1 − k)0((N + 1 − k)2Z)
−
N∑
k=1
+k ((N + 1 − k)2Z) − 0, (16)
where
+k = −N−1+k + N+1−k, −k = −N−1+k − N+1−k ,
+k = −N−1+k + N+1−k, −k = −N−1+k − N+1−k . (17)
Now, the two equations L(exp(±x), h,C) = 0 are obviously equivalent to{
G+(Z,C) = 0,
G−(Z,C) = 0. (18)
From the relations,
m
m
(L(exp(x), h,C)) = L(xm exp(x), h,C) and dZ
d
= 2h2, (19)
we conclude that Eqs. (4) are equivalent to all conditions as follows:
(i)
G+(Z,C) = G−(Z,C) = 0 in (18)
(ii)
G+(m) (Z,C) = 1
2m
(
(N2t2)mm−1(N2Zt2) −
N∑
k=1
+k (N + 1 − k)2mm−1((N + 1 − k)2Z)
+
N∑
k=1
−k (N + 1 − k)2m−1(m−2((N + 1 − k)2Z) + m−1((N + 1 − k)2Z))
)
= 0,
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(iii)
G−(m) (Z,C) = 1
2m
(
(Nt)2m+1m(N2Zt2) +
N∑
k=1
−k (N + 1 − k)2m+1m((N + 1 − k)2Z)
−
N∑
k=1
+k (N + 1 − k)2mm−1((N + 1 − k)2Z)
)
= 0, (20)
where G+(m) (Z,C), G−(m) (Z,C) denote the m-th derivative of G+(Z,C), G−(Z,C) with respect to Z, respec-
tively (m = 1, 2, . . .) and −1 ≡ .
Let us assume that the linear system, governing 0, +k and 
−
k , corresponding to the ﬁrst equation of (18) and (ii)
of (20), G+(Z,C) = 0 and G+(m) (Z,C) = 0 (m = 1, 2, . . . , 2N), has the form:
M+X = b+, (21)
where X = (0, +1 , . . . , +N, −1 , −2 , . . . , −N). Likewise, the linear system, governing −k , 0 and +k , corresponding
to the second equation of (18) and (iii) of (20), G−(Z,C) = 0 and G−(m) (Z,C) = 0 (m = 1, 2, . . . , 2N), is assumed
to be expressed by
M−Y = b−, (22)
where Y = (−1 , −2 , . . . , −N, 0, +1 , . . . , +N). Then the size of matrices M+ and M− whose components are written
in terms of s is each (2N +1)× (2N +1).Vectors b+ and b− have all 2N +1 components. Once vectors X and Y are
obtained from each linear system, coefﬁcients k and k are algebraically computed from Eqs. (17). For convenience,
we keep taking simple notations k and k instead of k(, h, t) and k(, h, t) indicating that their values actually
depend on , h and t .
3. Error analysis
Based on the error analysis of exponential-ﬁtting technique considered in [4], we have the ﬁrst nonvanishing term
Ef of the error of exponential-ﬁtting interpolation rules as follows:
Theorem 2. Let Ef be the ﬁrst non-vanishing term of the error of the interpolation rule (2). Then,
Ef = L0(h,C)
2(2N+1)
(D2 + 2)2N+1y(x), (23)
where D = d/dx and L0(h,C) = 1 −∑Nk=−N k .
In fact, the validity of the form of the error Ef comes from taking = i, Z = −2h2 and K = −1 and P = 2N in
[4, Eq. (2.38)]. Let us examine more about (D2 + 2)2N+1y(x), a factor given in (23). To facilitate the examination,
expand (D2 +2)ny(x) in  instead of (D2 +2)2N+1y(x). The expansion will be concentrated on the case of n7
because we actually present some results corresponding to N = 1, 2, 3 in the last section. For this reason, when we
mention n (or N) from now on, it will be conﬁned to the number less than or equal to seven (or to the number between
one and three) as long as it is not speciﬁed. But, our assertion in this paper can be directly applied for the case with
higher number of n (or N) by the obtained results, (24) and (25) below. On using the binomial coefﬁcients in the
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expansion of (D2 + 2)ny(x) in , we have
(i) n = even and m = 0, 1, . . . , n/2 − 1,
(a) coefﬁcient of n+2m+1 =
n/2+m∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
n
2
− m + k
)(
n − 2m + 2k
1 + 2k
)
,
(b) coefﬁcient of n+2(m+1) =
n/2+m+1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
n
2
− (m + 1) + k
)(
n − 2(m + 1) + 2k
2k
)
, (24)
(ii) n = odd,
(a) for m = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1
2
,
coefﬁcient of n+2m+1 =
(n+1)/2+m∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
n − 1
2
− m + k
)(
n − 1 − 2m + 2k
2k
)
,
(b) for m = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1
2
− 1,
coefﬁcient of n+2(m+1) =
(n+1)/2+m∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
n − 1
2
− m + k
)(
n − 1 − 2m + 2k
1 + 2k
)
. (25)
For n= 1, 2, . . . , the coefﬁcients given in (24) and (25) become all zero. That is, coefﬁcients of n+1, n+2, . . . ,2n
are all zero. For example, for the case of n = 5, (25) says
10 :
(
5
0
)
−
(
5
1
)(
2
2
)
+
(
5
2
)(
4
4
)
−
(
5
3
)(
6
6
)
+
(
5
4
)(
8
8
)
−
(
5
5
)(
10
10
)
= 0,
9 :
(
5
1
)(
2
1
)
−
(
5
2
)(
4
3
)
+
(
5
3
)(
6
5
)
−
(
5
4
)(
8
7
)
+
(
5
5
)(
10
9
)
= 0,
8 :
(
5
1
)(
2
0
)
−
(
5
2
)(
4
2
)
+
(
5
3
)(
6
4
)
−
(
5
4
)(
8
6
)
+
(
5
5
)(
10
8
)
= 0,
7 :
(
5
2
)(
4
1
)
−
(
5
3
)(
6
3
)
+
(
5
4
)(
8
5
)
−
(
5
5
)(
10
7
)
= 0,
6 :
(
5
2
)(
4
0
)
−
(
5
3
)(
6
2
)
+
(
5
4
)(
8
4
)
−
(
5
5
)(
10
6
)
= 0. (26)
Therefore, 5 is the leading factor of  in the expansion of (D2 + 2)5y(x). Such cancellations of coefﬁcients are
caused by the relations that
d2
dx2
sin(x) = − sin(x) and d
2
dx2
cos(x) = − cos(x). (27)
We now come back to our case (23) and then the leading factor of  ﬁnally becomes
1
2N+1
(28)
which is obtained from dividing the non-vanishing highest degree term 2N+1 in (D2 +2)2N+1y(x) by 2(2N+1) in
the denominator. Therefore, at large  the error Ef decreases as 1/2N+1 as long as L0(h,C) is bounded by some
constant. In fact, the bounded property of L0(h,C) is one among the results obtained from the following section.
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4. Example and discussion
Exponential-ﬁtting integration rules, in general, tend to classical integration rules as frequency approaches zero
[4,10]. Such a tendency is also recognized in our cases, exponential-ﬁtting interpolation rules. In details, it is clear
that, as frequency  approaches zero, the rule I in (2) satisfying Eqs. (4) tends to polynomial-ﬁtting interpolation rule,
denoted by Ip, whose form is the same as I in (2) but its coefﬁcients k and k satisfy
L(xn−1, h,C) = 0 (n = 1, 2, . . .). (29)
It is also shown that the classical Hermite interpolating polynomials involving ﬁrst derivatives [1, Chapter 3] can be
linearly transformed into the polynomial-ﬁtting interpolation rules Ip through change of variables. This is a consequence
which comes from the existence and uniqueness of the Hermite interpolating polynomial [16, Chapter 3]. For example,
let us assume that H5(x) is a Hermite polynomial of degree at most ﬁve agreeing with y(x) and y′(x) at three nodes
x0 − h, x0 and x0 + h. So, it is a polynomial of degree at most ﬁve satisfying that
H5(x0 − h) = y(x0 − h), H5(x0) = y(x0), H5(x0 + h) = y(x0 + h),
H ′5(x0 − h) = y′(x0 − h), H ′5(x0) = y′(x0), H ′5(x0 + h) = y′(x0 + h). (30)
By using the change of variables,
x = ht + x0, (31)
H5(x), deﬁned on [x0 − h, x0 + h], is transformed into a t-variable function, denoted by F(t), as follows:
F(t) = 14 t2(4 + 3t)(t − 1)2y(x0 − h) + (t + 1)2(t − 1)2y(x0)
+ 14 t2(4 − 3t)(t + 1)2y(x0 + h) + 14ht2(t + 1)(t − 1)2y′(x0 − h)
+ ht(t + 1)2(t − 1)2y′(x0) + 14ht2(t − 1)(t + 1)2y′(x0 + h), (32)
where t is in [−1, 1]. This function is exactly the same as the polynomial-ﬁtting interpolation rule Ip agreeing with
y(x) and y′(x) at the three nodes x0 − h, x0 and x0 + h. This way the Hermite polynomials are simply extended into
exponential-ﬁtting interpolation rules depending on frequency.
We investigated the cases ofN =1, 2, 3 andNh=1 in (2). But, it can be also done withNh= for different range of
domain, where  is a positive number. Their output shows that L0(h,C) in (23) is bounded by some constant because,
for any value of t in [−1, 1], the absolute value of∑Nk=−N k is bounded by some number less than ten regardless of
any value of  in [0, 50]. In other words, as  increases the value of∑Nk=−N k does not increase steadily but oscillate
in certain bounded range. This property can be also examined by algebraically solving the system of linear equations
corresponding to the case of N = 1 in which the size of matrix M+ in (21) is 3 × 3. By solving the linear system, we
have an algebraic expression for −1 + 0 + 1 which consists of the sum of some rational expressions by t, Z and 
and s . The deﬁnitions of  and s reveal that the largest power of Z in the numerator of each rational expression is
either equal to or less than the largest power of Z in its denominator. As a result, the absolute value of −1 + 0 + 1 is
bounded by a constant, irrespective of.AsN increases, algebraic expressions for k are so complicated that numerical
methods are exploited to get the result that the absolute value of
∑N
k=−N k is bounded by aconstant. This fact leads
us to the conclusion that the ﬁrst non-vanishing term Ef ﬁnally decreases as  increases. Furthermore, the solutions
of the linear systems always exist because the determinants, |M+| or |M−|, are never zero. In turn, so exist the values
of k and k . Such ﬁndings can be reinforced by the following example.
We consider the case of x0 = 0 and Nh= 1 in (2) for y(x)= (1+ 2x + 3x2 + 4x3 + 5x4 + 6x5 + 7x6) sin(x + 1)
which is an example of (1). Then we have
y(x) ≈ I (t) = −Ny(−1) + · · · + −1y(−h) + 0y(0) + 1y(h) + · · · + Ny(1)
+ h[−Ny′(−1) + · · · + −1y′(−h) + 0y′(0) + 1y′(h) + · · · + Ny′(1)]. (33)
In Figs. 1–3, when  = 50 we compare two methods for three, ﬁve and seven nodes corresponding to N = 1, 2, 3,
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Fig. 1. For N = 1 and = 50, comparison between “Hermite” and “EFIR” for y(x).
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Fig. 2. For N = 2 and = 50, comparison between “Hermite” and “EFIR” for y(x).
respectively. (In Figs. 1–3, y(x) = (1 + 2x + 3x2 + 4x3 + 5x4 + 6x5 + 7x6) sin(x + 1), “Hermite” means the
result obtained from the Hermite interpolating polynomial and “EFIR” means the result from the exponential-ﬁtting
interpolation rule.) The two methods are (a) the Hermite interpolating polynomials [1, Chapter 3] and (b) newly
formulated exponential-ﬁtting interpolation rule, what we call EFIR. As visually detected in the ﬁgures, the EFIR
approximates y(x) more accurately and stably on the whole range of the domain than the Hermite polynomials.
Such a gain in accuracy will be much more obtained as the frequency increases because the oscillatory property of
y(x) becomes stronger. This makes sense because the exponential-ﬁtting rules have frequency-dependent coefﬁcients
while the Hermite polynomials are constructed in a way irrespective of the frequency. As N increases, the new rule
becomes more accurate and, ﬁnally when N is three, the EFIR draws exactly the same as the function y(x), as might
be expected from the error analysis. Therefore, there are only two curves in Fig. 3 where the solid line represents
both EFIR and the function y(x) itself at the same time. However, the accuracy of the Hermite polynomials with such
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Fig. 3. For N = 3 and = 50, comparison between “Hermite” and “EFIR” for y(x).
N deteriorates severely. Note that error analysis shows that the ﬁrst error term decreases as the frequency increases.
This means that EFIR is very effective at large frequency compared to the Hermite polynomial. It is a remarkable
property of EFIR which Hermite polynomials cannot share with. When we get Figs. 1–3, the involved linear systems
were solved by MATLAB [17]. First, it is recognized that condition numbers of matrices M+ and M− in the systems
are bounded by 5 × 104 for N = 1, by 2 × 106 for N = 2 and by 3 × 107 for N = 3. But the numbers can be easily
reduced by a well-known way: We make a diagonal matrix D = (dij )i,j=1,2,...,2N+1 whose diagonal element dii is the
reciprocal of the largest absolute value of elements in each i-row of M+ (or M−). By multiplying both sides of the
system, (21) or (22), by the diagonal matrix D, the maximum bound is reduced to about half of the size for each N .
Also, the classical Lagrange interpolating polynomial can be easily extended into the exponential-ﬁtting interpola-
tion rule I in (2) without having coefﬁcients k by the very exponential-ﬁtting properties, as seen with the Hermite
interpolating polynomial case above. Let us denote such a rule by I with no use of the ﬁrst derivative information.
Thus, we have
I(t) = −Ny(x0 − Nh) + · · · + −1y(x0 − h) + 0y(x0) + 1y(x0 + h) + · · · + Ny(x0 + Nh), (34)
which is obtained from I in (2) by taking k = 0 for all k. In the rule I, for N = 1, 2, 3 and each t ∈ [−1, 1], the
values of
∑N
k=−N k show pole behaviours along the -axis which cause the ﬁrst term Ef to have extremely large its
absolute values. For example, for N = 3 and t = 17 , the pole behaviours of
∑N
k=−N k are shown in Fig. 4. Other cases
with different values of t also show similar pole behaviours. In fact, this is because the determinant of the associated
matrix in the linear system approaches zero around the values of  where the pole behaviours appear. Therefore, the
rule I should be applied to interpolate some functions or data at the values of  between pole behaviours, not the
entire range of . Hence, our emphasis on the presence of the coefﬁcients k of the rule I is well justiﬁed because of
no pole behaviour.
When the frequency is not known but can only be estimated, we also investigate how much the error of the exponen-
tially ﬁtted rule I (t) is sensitive to the error of the estimated frequency. In order to demonstrate such an effect of the
rule I (t), let us ﬁrst assume that the function value y and its ﬁrst derivative y′ at the nodes are known and the estimated
frequency, denoted by ˜, is obtained. We then attempt to compute the error E˜(t) between the exponentially ﬁtted
rule, denoted by I(t), for the exact value of the frequency  and another exponentially ﬁtted rule, denoted by I ˜(t),
for its estimated frequency ˜, where
E˜(t) = |I(t) − I ˜(t)| (t ∈ [−1, 1]).
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Fig. 4. For N = 3 and t = 17 , pole behaviours of
∑N
k=−N k in I.
In general, the maximum value of E˜(t) on [−1, 1], denoted by
E˜max = max−1 t1E
˜(t),
increases as the absolute value of the difference of the two frequencies, | − ˜|, increases. In other words, smaller
changes in the frequency produce correspondingly smaller changes in the ﬁnal results. As long as the value of |− ˜|
is not large, the rule I ˜(t) is slightly different from the rule I(t). For example, consider Fig. 3 case where EFIR draws
exactly the same as the given function y. In the case, if the estimated frequency ˜ satisﬁes |− ˜|2, the maximum
value E˜max is bounded by 12 . It means that |y − I ˜|< 12 where y is given in Fig. 3.
Let us consider another case where more than one frequency are present in the function being interpolated. A test
case is investigated with a function y which depends on two frequencies. Let us take such a function by
y(x) = cos((1 + 1)x) × sin((2 + 1)x) on [−1, 1] (35)
with two frequencies 1 and 2. Assume that 1 = 50 and 2 = 5. Then we have, on [−1, 1],
|y − I|< 1 ( = 50).
The above inequality is obtained when N = 3, Nh = 1 and x0 = 0. But the absolute value of the difference between
y in (35) and its Hermite polynomial H13 of degree at most thirteen, |y − H13|, reaches up to about 67, where the
Hermite polynomial agrees with y and y′ at seven nodes −1, − 23 , − 13 , 0, 13 , 23 and 1, respectively. As seen with the
above case, EFIR still seems to play better roles in the case of the function involving two frequencies than the Hermite
interpolating polynomial. But the case involving two frequencies can be treated more systematically than now. In
other words, one-frequency-dependent interpolation rule that we have developed in the paper can be extended into
two-frequency-dependent rule to interpolate the product of two oscillatory functions with different frequencies 1 and
2 of the forms,
yi(x) = fi,1(x) cos(ix) + fi,2(x) sin(ix), i = 1, 2, (36)
where fi,j (i, j = 1, 2) are assumed to be smooth enough to be approximated by polynomials. In detail, the product
y(x) of the two functions y1(x) and y2(x) is written as
y(x) = y1(x) × y2(x)
= h1(x) cos(1x) + h2(x) sin(1x) + h3(x) cos(2x) + h4(x) sin(2x), (37)
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where 1 = 1 − 2, 2 = 1 + 2 and
h1(x) = 12 (f1,1f2,1 + f1,2f2,2), h2(x) = 12 (f1,1f2,2 − f1,2f2,1),
h3(x) = 12 (f1,1f2,1 − f1,2f2,2), h4(x) = 12 (f1,1f2,2 + f1,2f2,1).
It shows that the ﬁnal form of the product is a sum of two oscillatory functions with frequencies 1 and 2. Therefore,
this fact leads to considering interpolation rules for the sum of two oscillatory functions with different frequencies to
construct interpolation rules for the product y1(x)× y2(x).As a result, the interpolation coefﬁcients depending on two
frequencies will be obtained. Note that the last test case, (35), can be written by (37) because
y1(x) = cos((1 + 1)x) = cos(x) cos(1x) − sin(x) sin(1x),
y2(x) = sin((2 + 1)x) = sin(x) cos(2x) + cos(x) sin(2x). (38)
In particular, some practical difﬁculty will come from the case of asymptotic 1 and 2, that is either 2 → 1 or
1, 2 → 0, where two-frequency-dependent rules tend to one-frequency-dependent rules or Hermite interpolating
polynomials, respectively. The essence of the transition can be understood by manipulating the two equations
L(exp(	1x), h,C) = 0, L(exp(	2x), h,C) = 0, (39)
where 	1 = i1 and 	2 = i2. As 	2 approaches 	1, the above two equations become identical and thus the associated
matrix of the linear system becomes singular. In order to handle with the singular problem, we construct
L(exp(	2x), h,C) − L(exp(	1x), h,C)
	2 − 	1 = 0 (40)
from the two equations given in (39). The obtained equation (40) tends to
L(x exp(	1x), h,C) = 0 (41)
as 	2 → 	1. Furthermore, as 	1 and 	2 approach zero, the ﬁrst equation in (39) and (41) tend to
L(1, h,C) = 0, L(x, h,C) = 0, (42)
respectively. So the initially given two equations in (39) are turned into the same system as we need to obtain the
polynomial-ﬁtting interpolation rule which is exact for y(x) = 1, x. As an analogue of the above procedure, the
mentioned technique is reﬂected on the equations given in (18) with = 1 and = 2 to actually obtain interpolation
rules with coefﬁcients depending on two frequencies. More complicated cases may be treated with some regularization
methods which were introduced in [9].
Another difﬁculty is that the values of the coefﬁcients may exhibit a pole behaviour, as was seen in Fig. 4, around
some values of the frequencies. But, as long as the frequencies between pole behaviours are concerned, it is expected
that two-frequency-dependent interpolation rule will provide more accurate approximation for the function (or data)
depending on two frequencies than the Hermite interpolating polynomial as well as the one-frequency-dependent rule
because the interpolation coefﬁcients are determined by two frequencies involved.
Based on theoretical analysis and numerical results that we investigated above, the EFIR I in (2) is a reliable
and efﬁcient tool enough to interpolate highly oscillatory functions or data. Furthermore, it may be considered what
properties exponential-ﬁtting interpolation rules involving higher order derivatives than the ﬁrst order will have. But
such a consideration may lead to another paper work so that we remain in the cases involving the ﬁrst derivative.
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